CHIRAG R

FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER
+91 89518 31967 | +1 647 493 4239

chirag.ramachandra@gmail.com

https://www.chiragr.com

PROFILE
Web Developer with 6+ years of experience in full stack web development. Experienced in all stages of the
development cycle and have designed and executed multiple dynamic web projects, I am looking to work on
interesting projects where my skills can be fully utilized and I have the chance to grow professionally

SKILLS
MERN Stack | Redux | NextJS | PWA | AWS Cloud | GCP Firebase
SOA | Microservices | MySQL | Linux | Vercel/ Zeit (for CI/CD Integration with GIT)
HTML | CSS | Javascript | Bootstrap | Git | Splunk | Postman | SOAP UI
WebMethods Developer 7.2-10.5 Integration Server | MWS | Centrasite | APIGEE

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
CollegePass, Principal Technical Architect
2018 - PRESENT
Responsible for complete technology stack, including prototype, build, deployment and testing of
CollegePass Technology Solutions, which is an Ed Tech Start Up (https://www.collegepass.org/)
Designed and developed user-friendly web application, including optimized video platform integration using
LAMP, MERN & Python. Continue to optimize website by applying enhancements to improve functionality
and speed and generate increase of 15% jump in subscriber base month over month

Freelance projects, Web Developer
2014 - 2020
Developed dynamic and interactive website that ensured high traffic, page views and reservations for a
boutique luxury home stay called The Vintage (https://www.thevintageckm.com/), online presence boosted
sales by 60%
Developed minimalist website with inquiry functionality for a small sized education consulting firm called
Consult Aspire (https://www.consultaspire.com/) to create their web presence.
Carried out full life cycle of software development from AWS integration to complete testing with delivery on
time while staying 10% under clients' budget

OTHER EXPERIENCE
Cognizant Technology Solutions, Associate - Projects
2018 - PRESENT
Involved in all aspects of IT Project Management and led projects related to Enterprise Services and
Application Integration including enhancement of existing code base and infrastructure for the client (John
Lewis & Partners, UK)

Accenture, Developer
2016 - 2018
Implemented migration for the client (United Utilities, UK) within the WebMethods environment. Assisted in
the build of a portal for end users for account management. Provided post production PRISM support

Tata Consultancy Services, Systems Engineer
2014 - 2016
Worked on API Implementation and provided solutions for continued updates of client's store / merchant
system. Further, worked on self registration API which enables merchants of the client to set up their store by
enabling them to create their own organization with multiple users.

EDUCATION
Full Stack Web Developer II Nano Degree

UDACITY | 2018

Bachelor of Engineering - Telecommunications Engineering
VISVESVARAYA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY | 2013

